
Clean & Protect Range

A-SAFE barriers protect in the toughest of industrial 
environments. Often this leads to a build-up of dirt, grease 
and grime which can be di�icult to remove with ordinary 
cleaning products.

A-SAFE’s new Clean & Protect Heavy Duty range has been 
specifically developed for use with A-SAFE’s advanced polymer. 
A two-part system that combines ultimate cleaning power with a 
high-performance protective finish that reduces dirt adhesion.

Heavy Duty



ALSO AVAILABLE

When used together,           Clean & Protect products o�er the 
best care on the market for your premium safety investment.

Heavy Duty Cleaner

Protx Heavy Duty Cleaner is a powerful premium grade cleaner that penetrates and loosens the toughest 
grime and dirt. Unique micro emulsion cuts through oil and grease allowing quick and simple cleaning by 
hand. Specially developed with an active foam formula that clings to surfaces, increasing contact time and 
intensity to penetrate even the heaviest of industrial deposits. 

Penetrates Grime
Cuts through the toughest industrial 
oil and grease.

Active Foam Formula
Clings to surfaces, penetrating the 
heaviest of deposits.

Low VOC
Avoids hazardous molecules, protecting 
people and the environment.

Two Part System
Ensures the cleanest of surfaces, ready 
for the protective finishing coat.

Heavy Duty Finishing Coat

Protx Heavy Duty Finishing Coat is oleophobic and antistatic, repelling oil, grease and water whilst 
preventing static build-up. Protective coating enhances the integrity and durability of surfaces, creating 
outstanding resistance to chemicals and solvents as well as everyday build-up of industrial dirt and 
scu�ing. Specially developed with a UV filtering formula to lock in color, enhancing surface vibrancy 
and longevity.

Dirt resisting
Actively resists accumulation of dirt 
on barrier surfaces.

Oleophobic
Actively repels oil and grease.

UV color fastness
Locks in color, enhancing vibrancy 
and longevity.

Water Repellent
Repels water, removing conditions for 
fungal and mold formation.

Anti-static
Reduces dangerous static build-up.

Two Part System
Protects and maintains surfaces for 
more e�icient cleaning over time.

Before After

Each Protx Clean & Protect product is supplied complete 
with a lint-free microfibre cloth, for the most e�ective 
application method.

Clean & Protect Range

For details please see relevant data sheet.

Food Safe

The Protx Heavy Duty range has been formulated to work together to clean and protect 
surfaces, reducing dirt adhesion for a more e�icient cleaning cycle and long lasting 
aesthetics.
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